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Initial design brief



As Belapur densifies, how can we incorporate the lessons from Artist village to 

build a more inclusive wider community while ensuring income generation 

activities?

Research Question
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Artist village: Charles Correa
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Site analysis



“This is a very beautiful village, surrounded by hills.
You see, you get fresh air, It's very healthy. Artist
village is the best place…”

Bansilal Alag
85 Years old

“Here You don't feel like you are in
Bombay, This is like a village, evergreen
valley...:”

Jyoti Rode
50 Years Old

Interviews: Artist village residents



“It is only the place where retired people can stay… It is
retired people heaven…”

Nadir Uddia Sheikh
85 Years old

“I am living with my wife in artist village, all of my sons
and daughter are settled...I feel there is no society here,
we are of our own… ”

S.C Sarkar
65 Years Old

Interviews: Artist village residents



“The Artist Village is unique… We gather and play in
nearby garden”

Chirag Lanjekar
21 Years old

“We used to play a lot in courtyard when we
were a child, now no children cares about

playing outside mostly...We played Holi
festival together…..”

Kinchan Sirke
30 Years Old

?

Interviews: Artist village residents



“The village used to be full of artists...now they have all left...the
image of the village has changed...people do not respect the

architects intentions and have built huge houses”

Prakash Ghumrea
64 years old

Interviews: Artist village residents

“First we have to think of the needs of the
people before the ideas of Charles
Correa...we need to sustainable
architecture in the future”

Hardick Ramdas Atak
25 years



Interviews: LIG residents

“We don't want to move to high rise buildings because
then we would have to pay very high maintenance costs
up to 5000 per month…”

60 Years old

“We need the slums as much as they need us, we work
together very often. I married a girl from the slum, she is
now a dentist assistant, they are as capable as everyone
else…”

42 Years old



“It is safe to move around alone, but it would
be nice to have a library and a college, instead
of going to central Mumbai to study…..”

Woman
17 Years Old

?

“We are the original Adivasi, since our land
was taken to build Artist Village, we must
travel 30 minutes to our farms. We don't
expect anything to be done by the
government, nothing is going to change, but I
am happy my children are in school, even
though it is expensive...”

Man
51 Years Old

?

Interviews: LIG residents



Interviews: LIG residents

“Our families are poor, we live in the houses outside
of the Artist Village, we would like to live in the Artist
Village...We hope to move to Mumbai for work in the
future”

Family from Rajasthan

“We left Rajasthan because of increasing water
scarcity... we now rent an apartment and run a shop
just outside the Artist Village... If we had more money
we would like to buy the apartment”

Family from Rajasthan



Interviews: Informal settlement

“We are celebrating the harvest, it is
the first of the season”

Woman
50 years old

“They came 15 years ago, they work on the
farms and clean for residents in the
village...they are damaging the natural
landscape and fighting with the bank who own
the land”

Prakash Ghumrea
64 years old
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Informal housing residents



Research process: Finding the research question
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Community identity Wellbeing and 
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Artist village residents Low income residents Informal housing 

residents

Community groups -

Belapur



Artist village residents Low income residents Informal housing 
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Value speculation

Existing challenges



Floods 

Existing challenges



Maintenance costs

Existing challenges



Lack of parking spaces

Existing challenges



Existing challenges

Safety concerns



Fire hazards

Existing challenges
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Our values and priorities

Economic stability

Wellbeing and health

Inclusivity

Density

Environmental sustainability

Community Identity

Ownership

Incrementalism 

Values of Belapur community
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As Belapur densifies, how can we incorporate the lessons from Artist village to 

build a more inclusive wider community while ensuring income generation 

activities?

Research Question



"People don’t move to the city for housing, they move to the city for jobs”

Charles Correa



Design thinking



Initial scheme



Development by residents



Future densification: option 1



Future densification: option 2



Future densification: option 3



Future densification



1985 FSI 0.4 2030 FSI 2.0

2019 FSI 0.8 2030 FSI 2.0



"Making housing is like a bird building 

its nest, you start with a basic house, 

but you have to let people change it to 

their own needs."

Charles Correa



Questions?


